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Allom Lovell & Associates
1999

Building

Walter Boas Building (CSIRO Material Science)

Grade

C

Address

University of Melbourne, Parkville (Wilson Avenue)

Previous Grading

D

Building Type

Educational

Streetscape Grading

3

Period; Date

Post-War; 1948-53

Heritage Place

Yes

Survey Date July 1999

Intactness

 Good

Fair

Poor

Condition

 Good

Fair

Poor

History
The CSIRO Division of Tribophysics, or Material Science, originated with wartime research into the problems of
friction, lubrication and bearings. The division worked with various departments at the University of Melbourne,
and were allotted laboratory space within the Department of Chemistry. After the War, the division expanded into
industrial applications, and their temporary premises soon became inadequate. The University granted permission
for a new laboratory to be built on campus. The building contract was signed in 1948, but work was delayed due to
the unavailability of materials. Construction finally began in 1951, and the completed building was officially opened
on 10 December 1953.1 The building was occupied by the division until 1985, when it was moved to the new
Materials Science Laboratory at Clayton. The old building was handed back to the University, who renamed it in
honor of Dr Walter Boas, a former lecturer in Metallurgy who served as chief of the Division of Tribophysics from
1949 until his retirement in 1969.
Description
The Walter Boas Building is a three-storey cream brick building with a later mansard metal-deck roof. The walls
are articulated by repetitive fenestration, comprising elongated window bays running continuously over ground and
first floor levels, each containing two windows at each level, separated by a freestone spandrel with linenfold motifs.
The attic storey, divided from the lower levels by a dogtooth stringcourse, has corresponding smaller window bays.
The single-storey porch, asymmetrically located, has with a stepped and capped parapet and a segmental arched
doorway with stepped reveals.
Significance
The Walter Boas Building at the University of Melbourne is of historical importance and aesthetic interest.
Occupied by the CSIRO for over thirty years, it is a rare example of an on-campus building designed for a
Commonwealth organisation. Aesthetically, it is retardataire in style, chosen to harmonise with the surrounding
historicist buildings of the inter-War period. As such, the building makes an important contribution to the overall
architectural character of the campus.
Grading Review
Upgraded from D to C. The building has important historical associations with the CSIRO.
1

This history is drawn from CSIRO Annual Reports, 1944 to 1954, and 1969 (for information on Boas).
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Building

Richard Berry Building

Grade

C

Address

University of Melbourne, Parkville (Wilson Avenue)

Previous Grading

D

Building Type

Educational

Streetscape Grading

3

Period; Date

Inter-War; 1923

Heritage Place

Yes

Survey Date July 1999

Intactness

 Good

Fair

Poor

Condition

 Good

Fair

Poor

History
The Richard Berry Building was completed in 1923, as the University’s anatomy building. In 1905, a new chair was
created in anatomy, and R J A Berry, who previously was a lecturer at the school of medicine of the Royal Colleges
in Edinburgh and an examiner in anatomy at the Royal College of Surgeons, became the first professor. His work
with students, the University of Melbourne, the medical profession and his books on mental illness and regional
anatomy brought him fame. The building is believed to have been designed by Richard Berry. It is now occupied
by the Department of Mathematics and Statistics, and is similar in scale and in its use of red brick and the sandstone
detailing around its window openings, to the neighbouring Old Geology building, Masson Road (Building 155),
constructed in 1926-28.1
Description
The Richard Berry building is a three-storey red brick collegiate Gothic style building with a parapeted roof. Tshaped in plan, the building has a small entrance porch to the south, above which is a double-height canted bay
window. Windows elsewhere are leadlighted with stone surrounds and mullions, united vertically by decorative
spandrel panels. To the north-east is a double-storey red brick wing with a parapeted gabled slate roof, articulated
by a series of similar leadlighted windows with stone surrounds and mullions.
Significance
The Richard Berry building at the University of Melbourne, Parkville, is of local aesthetic and historic interest. The
building demonstrates the inter-War period of development of the campus, which witnessed a considerable
expansion of the University’s facilities. The building is a good example of the collegiate Gothic Revival style, and
maintains the tradition of Gothic style buildings on the campus established in the nineteenth century. The glazed
porch to the north and other c.1970s additions which appear to be overgrown by creepers are not significant.
Neither is the Information Centre which abuts the Swanston Street property line.
Grading Review
Upgraded from D to C. The building is a good example of the collegiate Gothic style.
1

Blainey, G. A Centenary History of the University of Melbourne, Carlton, 1957. Scott, E. A History of the University of
Melbourne, Melbourne, 1936.
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Building

Faculty of Agriculture, Forestry and Horticulture

Grade

D

Address

University of Melbourne, Parkville (Royal Parade)

Previous Grading

D

Building Type

Educational

Streetscape Grading

2

Period; Date

Inter-War; 1926, additions 1955

Heritage Place

Yes

Survey Date July 1999

Intactness

 Good

Fair

Poor

Condition

 Good

Fair

Poor

History
The teaching of Agriculture at the University of Melbourne began in 1910, although the first professor, Thomas
Cherry, had no staff, equipment or building. 1 After his term expired in 1916, the course declined considerably, but
was revived when the Agricultural Education Act 1919 provided £7,000 for a new building, which was completed in
1926. The first full-time professor, Samuel M Wadham, was appointed that same year, and the faculty developed
rapidly thereafter. Enrolments increased dramatically after the World War II, and the original building was
extended in 1955, adding two lecture rooms, a practical laboratory, research rooms, and administrative offices. In
1972, the School of Forestry, formerly located within the Faculty of Science, was transferred to the Faculty of
Agriculture, which changed its name accordingly. In 1995, it changed its name again, becoming the Faculty of
Agriculture, Forestry and Horticulture.
Description
The Faculty of Agriculture is a double-storey face red brick Georgian Revival building with a hipped terracotta tiled
roof. The original portion, built 1926, has a symmetrical façade with repetitive fenestration of multi-paned doublehung timber-framed sash windows. The south addition, built in 1955, mimics the style and materials of the original
building. A projecting bay has a raised entry porch with a flat concrete roof and a multi-paned glazed screen. There
is a separate entry at a half-basement level which formerly permitted vehicular access through roller doors.
Significance
The Faculty of Agriculture, Forestry and Horticulture building of is of local aesthetic and historic interest. Erected
in 1926 and extended in 1955, the building is an intact and representative example of the distinctive historicist brick
buildings erected at Melbourne University during the inter-War period. It makes an important contribution to the
architectural character of the campus, and, in particular, to its public face on Royal Parade. Historically it is
demonstrative of two key periods in the growth of tertiary agricultural education.
Grading Review
Previous grading of D confirmed. The red brick building contributes to the character of the University campus, and
to Royal Parade.
1

S M Wadham. ‘The Extension to the Agricultural School’. University Gazette. 15 November 1955. pp 82-83.
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FORMER GLADSTONE MOTORS BUILDING (HO1149)
Address

213-221 Berkeley Street, Melbourne

Date/period

1952/ Post-War

Building type

Commercial

Grading

C3

Significance
What is Significant?
The extant building and land, in particular the facade.

How is it Significant?
The former Gladstone Motors building is of historic and aesthetic significance to the City of Melbourne.

Why is it Significant?
The former Gladstone Motors building, built in 1952, is historically significant as it is indicative of the commercial
th
development that was undertaken in this part of Melbourne/Carlton during the early to mid-20 century, especially
related to the automotive industry.
(AHC Criterion A4)
The former Gladstone Motors building is of aesthetic significance for being a good example of the Functionalist
th
style dating to the mid-20 century. Although the façade has been painted and obscures most of the original bichrome brickwork and some of the horizontal emphasis, it otherwise is remarkably intact and the original steelframed windows have been retained.
(AHC Criterion E2)
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FORMER RAMSAY SURGICAL PRECINCT (HO1120)
Address

182-210 Berkeley Street, Carlton

Date/period

1965-74

Building type

Commercial

Grading

Refer schedule

208-210 Berkeley Street

202-206 Berkeley Street

182-200 Berkeley Street (northern end)

182-200 Berkeley Street (southern end)

Significance
What is Significant?
The three adjoining buildings at 182-200, 202-206, and 208-210 Berkeley Street, Carlton.

How is it Significant?
The former Ramsay Surgical precinct is of historic and aesthetic significance to the City Of Melbourne.

Why is it Significant?
Mainly constructed between 1969 and 1974, the former Ramsay Surgical precinct is historically significant for
representing the final phase of commercial/light industrial change in this part of Carlton when remnant sections of
th
19 century housing were replaced with medium-scale, commercial buildings, which remained typical of the area
st
until about the turn of the 21 century. It also has associations with the Ramsay Surgical Company, which existed
for about 50 years as a major supplier of medical equipment in Melbourne and other parts of Australia.
(AHC Criterion A4)

10
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The former Ramsay Surgical precinct is of aesthetic significance for being a rare instance of three, adjoining
c.1970 buildings, being generally influenced by the Brutalist style, as typified by the use of brown brick. Of the
group, the largest building (nos 182-200), which was designed by the architect James M. McIldowie, is the most
distinctive and typical of the Brutalist style with its uncompromising design, bold massing and machine-like
aesthetic. The two adjoining buildings also have unusual façade articulation, with elements of note being the
screen to nos 202-206 (also designed by McIldowie) and the pilaster-like elements to nos 208-210 (designed by
Nicolas Katris).
(AHC Criterion E1)

11
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FORMER RAMSAY SURGICAL PRECINCT
SCHEDULE
Former Ramsay Surgical precinct extends along the east side of Berkeley Street, part way between Grattan and Pelham Streets, Carlton.

Name

Address

Grading

Date/

Description

Period
Former Ramsay
Surgical building (now
part of the University of
Melbourne)

182-200 Berkeley
Street, Carlton

C2

Former Ramsay
Surgical building [now
University of Melbourne

202-206 Berkeley
Street, Carlton

D2

1963
[1927]]/
th
Late 20
Century

Second storey and façade were designed by James McIldowie. Original single storey building
erected by Edwin Brown.
The double storey, face brick building occupies the whole site. The design has been influenced by
the International style with its prismatic form, plain walls and extensive areas of glass that have
been partially hidden behind the metal, mesh like screen with a circular motif. The curtain wall is
set back and includes two sets of double doors. Concrete lintels are evident to the rear strip
windows.

208-210 Berkeley
Street, Carlton

D2

1972-74/

Designed by Nicolas Katris
The double storey brown face brick building is divided into four bays (the outer bays are wider than
the inner bays) and separated by protruding brickwork, creating pilaster-like elements. The building
is symmetrical with a recessed doorway to the south end with a short stair. There are multi-paned,
steel-framed windows to the side and rear elevations, including some small windows, and two wide
openings at ground level.

th

Late 20
Century

(Centre for Health,
Exercise & Sports
Medicine)]
Former Ramsay
Surgical building [Now
University of Melbourne
(Conservatorium of
Music)]

1969-71/

th

Late 20
Century

Designed by James McIldowie
The three storey, Brutalist style, brown brick building is divided into two distinct parts: larger
northern end which occupies the full depth of the site and the southern end, where there is a
recessed loading bay. There is a consistent pattern of articulation to both parts, especially the
upper two levels, with T-shaped windows to the south end and windows with deep reveals to the
northern end. The main entrance is through a recessed porch.

12
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FORMER PITMAN BOOKS BUILDING (HO1128)
Address

158-164 Bouverie Street, Carlton

Date/period

1954/Post-War

Building type

Commercial

Grading

C3

Significance
What is Significant?
The building, especially the façades to both street frontages.

How is it Significant?
The former Pitman Books Building is of historic and aesthetic significance to the City of Melbourne.

Why is it Significant?
Constructed in 1954, the former Pitman Books Building is historically significant as being an intact example from
th
the mid-20 century phase of development in this part of Carlton, which was largely used for factories and
warehouses. The site also has associations with the Baptist Church and was the site of the first kindergarten
established in Melbourne during 1901.
(AHC Criterion A4)
The former Pitman Books Building is of aesthetic significance as a distinctive brick example of the International
style in the Post-War period. Elements of note are the treatment of the façade and unusually deep reveals to the
main, first floor windows, coupled with the recessed porch with broad piloti below.
(AHC Criterion E1)

16
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FORMER BAPTIST KINDERGARTEN (HO1130)
Address

233-235 Bouverie Street, Carlton
(Parent address is 197-235 Bouverie Street, Carlton)

Date/period

1922-1923/Interwar

Building type

Public

Grading

C3

Significance
What is Significant?
The front part of the building, especially the façade and unpainted brickwork, and excluding the rear additions.

How is it Significant?
The former Baptist Kindergarten is of historic, social and representative significance to the City of Melbourne.

Why is it Significant?
Established in 1922, the former Baptist Kindergarten is of historic and social significance as an early example of
a purpose-built kindergarten, which operated until the late 1950s, at which time it was converted to a child-care
centre. It has associations with the Baptist Union of Victoria, and the mon29ey for its construction was raised by
the local community to replace the first free kindergarten in Melbourne, established in 1901 by the Baptist Union
at 158 Bouverie Street.
(AHC Criteria A4 + G1)
The former Baptist Kindergarten is of representative significance for being a relatively intact example of a
dedicated kindergarten building. Although modified, its unaffected symmetrical design is indicative of the
approach to this building type during the 1920s. It also has associations with the architects Purchas & Teague.
(AHC Criterion D2)
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LINCOLN SQUARE SOUTH PRECINCT
Address

11-31 Lincoln Square South and 623 -645 Swanston Street

Date/period

1922-1953/Interwar and Immediate Post-War

Building type

Factories and warehouses

Grading

Refer schedule

From right to left: 23-31, 19, 15-17, 11-13 Lincoln Square South and 631-645 Swanston St

Significance
What is Significant?
The land and the six factory/warehouse buildings located at Lincoln Square South and the adjacent part of
Swanston Street, four with an address to the former (nos 11-31), and the two with an address to the latter (nos
631-645). Elements of note are the original external treatments such as face red brick combined with areas of
cement render and metal-framed, multi-paned windows.

How is it Significant?
The Lincoln Square South precinct is of historic and aesthetic significance to the City of Melbourne.33

Why is it Significant?
The Lincoln Square South precinct is of historic significance for being illustrative of the industrial development
that occurred in this part of Melbourne during the Interwar period. At this time, there was extensive replacement
th
of the pre-existing building stock, being mostly 19 century cottages and terrace houses with some industrial
sites, to larger scale factories and warehouses.
(AHC Criteria A4)

29
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The Lincoln Square South precinct is of aesthetic significance as a largely intact group of Interwar and Post-war
period buildings, four of which were designed by reputable architects. Although the buildings to Swanston Street
have undergone some change, they form a cohesive group by the common approach to façade articulation
(regular vertical divisions and red brick, generally contrasting with some areas of render, and nearly all with
original format multi-paned windows) and are evocative of this key development phase in the area. In this
precinct, the former Allan & Co. piano store (23-31 Lincoln Square South) is a landmark building in the Stripped
Classical style. The other buildings are good examples of the Moderne/Functionalist style/s, (especially nos 11-13
and15-17 Lincoln Square South).

30
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Lincoln Square South Precinct
Schedule
The precinct extends along Lincoln Square south between Swanston Street and close to the corner with Bouverie Street, Carlton. In addition, it includes the buildings on
Swanston Street to Lincoln Place.
Name

Address

Grading

Date/
Period

Description

Former Charles Steele & 631-645 Swanston
D2
Co Factory
Street, Carlton
(parent address is 623645 Swanston Street)

1922/
Interwar

Designed by the noted architects H. W. & J. B. Tompkins.
2 storey, Stripped Classical style, with original face brickwork now painted and concrete lintels.
Original steel-framed, multi-paned windows have been replaced with aluminium types, though
the openings remain unaltered. The façade is divided into bays by piers which extend above
the parapet.

Former International
Tobacco Co. factory

11-13 Lincoln Square
C2
South, Carlton
(parent address is 623645 Swanston Street)

1953/
Post-war

Designed by the architects R. M. & M. H. King.
3 storey, intact Functionalist style, in red brick with painted concrete lintels and metal-framed,
multi-paned windows. Façade divided into bays by plain, Giant order lesenes, which do not
extend to the top of the parapet.

Former factory

15-17 Lincoln Square
South, Carlton

C2

1928/
Interwar

Designed by W. J. Davy, engineer, for John Paton.
2 storey, intact building with red brick and rendered façade and multi-paned, metal-framed
windows. Stepped parapet with solider course bricks. Canopy to larger opening intact, though
that planned to single doorway may not have been approved. Larger opening had paired
timber doors. This building has some limited traditional/classicing detailing such as string
course, and moulding to the parapet and canopy.

Former factory

19-21 Lincoln Square
South, Carlton

D2

c1935/
Interwar

Single storey, Moderne style, saw tooth roof, red brick and rendered façade with speed lines.
Façade altered to single wide entry whereas had multi-paned window to eastern half originally
and a smaller doorway with highlight above.

Former Allan & Co.
piano factory &
warehouse

23-31 Lincoln Square
South, Carlton

C2

1926/
Interwar

Designed by Cedric Ballantyne. Later used by Davies Coop & Co.
Five storey, distinctive Stripped Classical style, with red brick and rendered cornice, sawtooth
roof, metal-framed windows, originally with a row of hoppers. Façade is divided into four bays
by wide lesenes, which are further subdivided into three sections of varying width by narrower
lesenes. The detailing to the uppermost storey is slightly different in that the narrower lesenes
do not extend ‘over’ the horizontal panels between the floor levels. The scale remains
impressive.
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Appen
ndix E
Carlton
n Precinct (HO1), part
p
Sites to be retained
d/included in HO1
Name

Ad
ddress

Propo
osed
Gradin
ng

Previou
us
Gradin
ng

Notes

Shop

1966 Pelham Stree
et

C2

C1

Corner Barry
B
Street

House

95 Barry Street

C2

C1

Pair of hou
uses

97--99 Barry Stree
et

C2

C1

Paint hass been removeed from the orig
ginal bichrome brickwork.
b
Origginal buildingss have been
truncated
d behind roof rridge

House

1011 Barry Street

C2

C1

Original building has bbeen truncated
d

Pair of hou
uses

1033-105 Barry Strreet

C2

C1

Middle wing
w
wall and ffront verandah
h/balcony
have bee
en reinstated. SSome detailing
g not quite
accurate (refer to Univeersity of Melbo
ourne
archives, UMA/I/7278) . Original build
ding has
ncated
been trun

Pair of hou
uses

1077-109 Barry Strreet

C2

C1

Frieze de
etailing to bothh verandah and
d balcony is
not origin
nal. It had beeen a valence to the
verandah
h and had a diffferent profile to
t the
balcony (refer to Univeersity of Melbou
urne
archives, UMA/I/7278) . Original rear wing has
moved
been rem

House

1311(+133) Barry Street
S
C2

C1

Carriageway was consstructed over la
aneway after
1896 (refer MMBW dettail plan 1175).
Currently
y not on i-herittage database.

House

1355 Barry Street

D2

C1

Verandah
h has been rem
moved, ground
d floor
windowss have been m
modified
Currently
y not on i-herittage database.

House

1377 Barry Street

D2

C1

Originally had a Dutchh gable and casst iron
decoratio
on to the veranndah/balcony (refer to
Universitty of Melbournne archives, UM
MA/I/7280).
Currently
y not on i-herittage database.

House

1399 Barry Street

C2

C1

Unusual example with Dutch gable, stained
s
hite paint shouuld be removed
d from
glass. Wh
(possibly
y cream) brickw
work.

House

1411 Barry Street

C2

C1

Dutch ga
able, bi-chromee brickwork ha
as been
painted and
a balcony fillled in

Eliza Terraace

1477-151 Barry Strreet

A2

A1

Unusual group of threee in the Regenc
cy style

Hensingh
ham (153)
Carlisle (1155)
Moorilim (157)
Taripta (159)

1533-159 Barry Strreet

C2

C1

Group off four terraces
The rear wing has beenn removed

-

1633 Barry Street

-

C1

Demolish
hed, replaced w
with multi-storrey building

Belle Vue

1633 Grattan Stree
et

C2

C3
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Name

Ad
ddress

Propo
osed
Gradin
ng

Previou
us
Gradin
ng

Pair of hou
uses

1655-167 Grattan Street C2

C3

House

1699 Grattan Stree
et

C2

C3

House

1711-173 Grattan Street C2

C3

House

1755 Grattan Stree
et

C2

C3

House

1777 Grattan Stree
et

D2

C3

Substanttially altered w
with dormer and balcony.
c.1901 view (UMA/1/10024, University
y of
Melbourn
ne archives) prrovides indications of
original appearance
a
(siimilar to no. 17
75).

Prince Alffred Hotel 1911-197 Grattan Street D2

C3

Built by 1886, alterationns undertaken
n by Terry &
Oakden (Australian Arcchitectural Ind
dex). The
building has been enlaarged (refer c.1901 view,
1024, Universitty of Melbourn
ne archives),
UMA/1/1
probably
y in 1923 with tthe external allterations.

Malvina T
Terrace

2055-211 Grattan Street C2

C2

c.1901 view (UMA/1/10023, University
y of
Melbourn
ne archives) prrovides indications of
earlier pa
aint scheme annd original win
ndows to
ground flloor.

House

2133 Grattan Stree
et

D2

D2

c.1901 view (UMA/1/10023, University
y of
Melbourn
ne archives) prrovides indications of
earlier de
etailing includiing removed components.
c
Balcony balustrade rem
moved since 19
984.

Office

2155 Grattan Stree
et

C2

-

Early 196
60s. Offices of architects Egg
gleston,
MacDonald & Secomb.. Brutalist style
e in concrete,
apanese influeence as at ERC
C, Melbourne
similar Ja
Universitty.

House

2433 Grattan Stree
et

-

C2

Demolish
hed
Reduce extent
e
of preciinct accordingly

House

2499 Grattan Stree
et

-

D2

Demolish
hed
Reduce extent
e
of preciinct accordingly

House

2511 Grattan Stree
et

-

E2

Demolish
hed
Reduce extent
e
of preciinct accordingly

Stella Lon
ngford
wing

2100-214 Leiceste
er
Street

C2

C2

Early Vic
ctorian (pre-18662)
Owned by
b Hugh Glasss in 1862 (P Goad & G
Tibbits, Architecture
A
on Campus, p10
0)

Melbourn
ne
Business School

2000 Leicester Street

-

E2

Interwar factory demollished and replaced with,
b
designned by Daryl Jackson
J
current building,
1983-86.
Reduce extent
e
of preciinct accordingly.

Gladstonee Terrace

2222-234 Leiceste
er
Street

C2

C2

Late Victtorian
Group off 7 houses, buillt in 1886-88 (P
P Goad & G
Tibbits, Architecture
A
on Campus, p22
2).
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New paliisade fence
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